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The online hacktivist group defaces government and

commercial sites with a message predicting the downfall

of the Chinese government, although no central

government sites appear to have been compromised.

The hacked Web site for the Central Business District in Chengdu, China.
Screenshot by Steven Musil/CNET

Anonymous has recently turned its attention to the human rights

struggle in China, hacking and defacing hundreds of government

and commercial Web sites in that country.

The online hactivist group claims to have compromised more

than 500 Web sites over the past couple of days, defacing them

with messages claiming responsibility for the breach while The

Who's "Baba O'Riley" plays in the background. (A complete list of

the Web sites Anonymous claims to have hacked.)

The group posted the following message -- still visible at the time

of this publishing -- predicting the downfall of the Chinese

government, to the Central Business District in Chengdu:

Dear Chinese government, you are not infallible, today websites are

hacked, tomorrow it will be your vile regime that will fall. So expect us

because we do not forgive, never. What you are doing today to your

Great People, tomorrow will be inflicted to you. With no mercy.
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The message then addresses the people of China, saying: "Each

of you suffers from the tyranny of that regime which knows

nothing about you. We are with you. With you here and now. But

also tomorrow and the coming days so promising for your

freedom. We will never give up. Don't loose [sic] hope, the

revolution begins in the heart."

While some hacker sites list five government Web sites as being

hacked, it appears that none of the central government Web sites

were compromised.

The defacements appear to have begun earlier this week after

Anonymous China issued an invitation on Twitter to "Chinese

hackers, programmers, etc and hackers all over the world...to be

part of Anonymous China, fighting for justice!"

Chinese hackers , programmers, etc and hackers all over the

world, we invite you to be part of Anonymous China, fighting

for justice!

— Anonymous China (@AnonymousChina) April 1, 2012

Meanwhile, a hacker has posted thousands of internal documents

allegedly obtained by hacking into the network of a Chinese

company with defense contracts. The hacker told Reuters that he

broke into the Beijing-based China National Import & Export Corp.

(CEIEC) and made off with a range of documents, including

information on U.S. military transport information.

It's unknown if the documents authentic or the hacker's claims are

valid. CEIEC representatives did not respond to a request for

comment. The company's Web site says it specializes in "defense

electronics system integration."
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The hacker, who goes by the name Hardcore Charlie, said he had

help in cracking the e-mail passwords, particularly from a hacker

named Yama Tough, who recently tried to negotiate the sale of

stolen Symantec source code. He also said he was a friend of

Hector Xavier Monsegur, the former leader of the hacking group

LulzSec who became an informant for the FBI.
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The Refrigerdating app aims to help you find a date

based on what's in your fridge.
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Could you find love in your fridge?

Chris Monroe/CNET

Click for more on love in the age of

apps. 

The way to your

heart might actually

be through your

fridge.

That's what

Samsung is hoping,

at least.

While you might

mostly associate

Samsung with phones, tablets and TVs, the electronics giant is

trying to make inroads into your love life by launching a dating

app called Refrigerdating.

Yup. Refrigerdating.

The free app works with the Samsung Family Hub Refrigerator, a

$4,000 appliance with a touchscreen on the door that you can

use to view the family's schedule, and an ingredient-tracking

camera that lets you double-check whether you're out of milk.

With the app, you take a photo of the inside of your fridge to

share, and you can swipe right or left based on how the contents

of someone else's speak to you. Never fear, though, you can also

just take a photo with your phone if you don't have the Family

Hub.

The idea is that what's in there, whether it's moldy leftovers or an

enticing collection of craft beer, could provide a more authentic

look at who you are and how you live. And ideally, keep you far

away from those monsters who refrigerate their honey.

"We hope people can meet under more honest or transparent

circumstances with the help of the contents of the fridge,

because that can tell you a lot about the personality," said Elin

Axelsson, PR manager at Samsung Electronics Nordic based in

Sweden. She talked about combating the shallowness of filtered

photos on social media and dating sites with something a bit

more… organic.

Also, Axelsson noted, there are

tons of single people in

Sweden, where the idea

originated. Nearly half of all

households in the country consist of single adults without kids,

Watch this: Samsung wants you to find love

through your fridge 1 : 3 4
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Your fridge could help you fill your stomach and your

heart. 

Chris Monroe/CNET

according to Eurostat, the European Union's statistical office. Who

knows? Maybe this is what gets young single Swedes together.

The app, though, is available worldwide. 

Although online dating has been around for decades, its

popularity has gone more mainstream in the past several years.

The Statistic Brain Research Institute found that more than 90

percent of the 54.3 million singles in the US have tried their luck

finding love, or whatever else, online.

While judging love interests based on their taste in cheese or deli

meat might seem like one of those April Fools' stunts tech

companies like to pull, niche dating sites are definitely a thing.

You can find apps based on political or religious preferences.

There are sites for the tall, the affluent, the gluten-intolerant, the

Canadian. Trek Passions, a site for sci-fi fans, wants users to "love

long and prosper." And let's not forget Farmers' Only, in case you

are "single in the country."

Hungry for love

Half-consumed jars of condiments, cans of soda, bags of salad

greens, a raw ginger root, ham -- when you start swiping around

on Refrigerdating, you're getting a glimpse into the way people

live. And while the app is an entertaining promotion for the Family

Hub, factoring in a potential partner's eating habits isn't that goofy

a thought.

"Food is really a part

of our lifestyle these

days, and there are

so many nuances of

diet -- there are

people who are gluten-free or vegan -- and often [they're] most

understood by someone who also has that diet," said Laurie

Davis, an online dating coach and author of the book Love @ First

Click.

Eating habits can indicate more in common than what's on your

plate, Davis said.

Love in this Hub

Refrigerdating is available through a browser, so it'll work on

whatever phone you have. Samsung hasn't said how many

people are using it, just that they're signing up. Be warned: The

concentration of users at the moment seems to be in Sweden. 

Developer Peter Simonsson said the team opted for swiping

since it's a common format for dating apps

refrigerdating-2
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like Tinder and Bumble. Samsung even worked with a

relationship expert when creating the app.

Samsung recommends you don't stage your fridge to try to attract

dates -- be yourself and embrace the leftovers, stale bread and

alarming amount of fizzy water.

You never know. The right brand of almond milk might get you

the love of your life. 

It's Complicated: This is dating in the age of apps. Having fun yet?

Culture: Your hub for everything from film and television to music,

comics, toys and sports.
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